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Abstract

A. Elmendorf has found an error in the approach to Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of “A new proof
Bott periodicity theorem” (Topology and its Applications, 2002, 167–183). There are also
in the definitions of the maps in Sections 4.2 and 4.5. In this paper we supply corrections to
errors. We also sketch a major simplification of the argument proving real Bott periodicity, un
the eight quasifibrations appearing in the real case, using Clifford algebras.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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In Section 1 we make a correction to the definition of a mapping used in Lemma.2
and 2.3 of [2]. The original error was pointed out to the author by Tony Elmendorf.
also correct some flaws in the definition of the mapspW of Sections 4.2 and 4.5 of [2].

We also take this opportunity to explain howeach of the eight quasifibrations arising
the approach to real Bott periodicity given in [2] may be unified, in the context of Clif
algebras. This has the added benefit of explaining real Bott periodicity in terms o
periodicity of Clifford modules, and directly links our approach to work of Atiyah et
[1]. Each of the quasifibrations of [2] is the instance of a general quasifibration re
certain spaces of Clifford structures. So whilewe are providing corrections to Sections 4.2
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and 4.5, we are also inviting the reader to skip Section 4 of [2] altogether in favor of the
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Clifford algebra approach given in this note.
In Section 2, we introduce the spaces of Clifford extensionsX(n,U), and explain how

they may be identified with the various homogeneous spaces which appear in the real
periodicity theorem. In Section 3, we outline a proof following the methods of [2] tha
there is a quasifibration

X(n + 1,U) → E(n,U)
p−→ X(n,U).

These spacesE(n,U) will be contractible, thus proving Bott periodicity. Each of t
separate arguments of [2] are special casesof this general argument. Section 2
independent of [2]. Section 3 may be read as a terse proof of the real and comple
periodicity theorems, with the exception of occasional references to specific argumen
given in [2].

1. Corrections to [2]

1.1. The definition ofΓW,V in Section 2

Tony Elmendorf has pointed out to the author that the definition of the map

ΓW,V :I(W,V ) → Map
(
G(W),G(V )

)
preceding Lemma 2.2 is not sound. HereW and V are countably infinite dimension
inner product spaces overR, C, or H. The spaceI(W,V ) is the space of linear isometrie
from W to V . The spacesG(W) andG(V ) are the groups of finite type isometric line
automorphisms ofW andV , respectively. These groups are isomorphic toO , U , or Sp,
depending on the ground ring.

The problem is that ifV is infinite dimensional, then given an infinite subspaceV0 of V ,
the containment

V0 ⊕ V ⊥
0 ⊆ V (1.1)

is not necessarily an equality. Elmendorf points out that if one takesV = R∞ with ortho-
normal basis{ei}, then for the subspaceV0 spanned by{ei + ei+1}, the containment (1.1
is not an equality. Of course, (1.1) is an equality ifV0 is finite dimensional. The definitio
of ΓW,V given in [2] incorrectly relied on (1.1) always being an equality.

We give a correct definition ofΓW,V . The finite type assumption implies that giv
an elementX of G(W), there exists a finite dimensional subspaceW0 ⊆ W and a
transformationX0 ∈ G(W0), so that

X = XW0 ⊕ IW⊥
0

under the orthogonal decompositionW = W0 ⊕ W⊥
0 . Then, given a linear isometr

φ :W → V , the induced elementφ∗(X) is given by

φ∗(X) = φW0Xφ−1
W0

⊕ Iφ(W0)
⊥
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under the orthogonal decompositionV = φ(W0) ⊕ φ(W0)
⊥. The definition ofφ∗(X) is

e.

rove

e
ner.

For
easily seen to be independent of the choice ofW0. With this definition ofφ∗, Lemmas 2.2
and 2.3 hold.

1.2. The definition of the mappW of Section 4.2

The definition of the mappW :E(W) → O/U(W) preceding Proposition 4.5 is
incorrect, as it is not compatible with the proof of Lemma 4.9. HereE(W) was defined by

E(W) = {
A | A is conjugate linear andσ(A) ⊆ [−i, i]} ⊆ o(W).

We recall the statement of Lemma 4.9 for the reader’s convenience.

Lemma 4.9 of [2]. Suppose thatW ⊂ U is a finite dimensional quaternionic spac
Let X be a special representative of the class[X] ∈ SO/U(W). Then p−1

W ([X]) =
U/Sp(ker(X2 − I)).

In the proof of Lemma 4.9, it is used thatpW (A) is a special representative of[X], but
the factor ofi in the definition ofpW makes this assertion false.

The mappW :E(W) → O/U(W) should be defined by

pW (A) =
[
j exp

(
π

2
A

)]

which we are regarding as an element of theright coset spaceO/U(W).
The following lemma is proved by the same algebraic manipulations that p

Lemma 4.6 of [2].

Lemma 1.1. Suppose thatY andZ in O(W) satisfy−iY i = Y−1 and−iZi = Z−1. Then
there is anX ∈ U(W) such thatjY = XZ if and only if−Y 2 = Z2.

The proof of Lemma 4.9 of [2] then proceeds as written, since our new definition ofpW

combined with Lemma 1.1 implies thatpW(A) = X if and only if −exp(πA) = X2.

1.3. The definition of the mappW of Section 4.5

In the sentence immediately following the proof of Proposition 4.17 of [2], “U/O(W)”
should be replaced with “Sp/U(W)”.

The definition of the mappW :E(W) → Sp/U(W) of Section 4.5 suffers the sam
deficiency as in Section 4.2, and this deficiency is fixed in exactly the same man
Namely, the mappW is not defined correctly to make the proof of Lemma 4.20 work
correctly. We recall the statement of this lemma.

Lemma 4.20 of [2]. Let W ⊂ U be a finite dimensional right quaternionic subspace.
a special representativeX of [X] ∈ Sp/U(W), we havep−1

W ([X]) ∼= U/O(ker(X2 − I)).
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The definition of the mappW immediately preceding Proposition 4.17 of [2] should

n 4
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ntext
altered to read

pW (A) =
[
j exp

(
π

2
A

)]
which we are regarding as an element of theright coset spaceSp/U(W).

One has the following lemma, analogous to Lemma 1.1. (Recall that in Sectio.5
of [2], the groupSp(W) was defined to be the collection of allright quaternion linear
isometries ofW , andU(W) was the subgroup of right quaternion linear, left comp
linear isometries.)

Lemma 1.2. Suppose thatY andZ in Sp(W) satisfy−iY i = Y−1 and−iZi = Z−1. Then
there is anX ∈ U(W) such thatjY = XZ if and only if−Y 2 = Z2.

Then, in the proof of Lemma 4.20, the new definition ofpW together with Lemma 1.2
implies thatpW (A) = [X] if and only if −exp(πA) = X2, and the rest of the proo
proceeds as written.

2. Spaces of Clifford structures

We now explain how the ad hoc methods of Section 4 of [2] may be united in the co
of Clifford algebras. Fix a real inner product spaceW . Let Cn be the Clifford algebra
generated byRn with the standard metric. It is a real algebra on generatorse1, . . . , en

subject to the relations

e2
i = −1,

eiej = −ej ei, i 
= j.

Define aCn-structureonW to be an (ungraded)Cn-module structure overR such that the
generatorsei act by isometries. IfW is given aCn-structure, letOCn(W) ⊆ O(W) be the
collection of isometries ofW which preserve theCn-structure.

Suppose thatW is given aCn−1 structure. ACn extensionis a Cn-structure which
restricts to the givenCn−1-structure under the inclusionCn−1 ↪→ Cn. Observe that to give
aCn-extension is to give an isometryen of W such that

e2
n = −IW ,

eien = −enei , 0� i < n.

Let X(n,W) be the space ofCn-extensions onW , thought of as a subspace ofO(W). The
groupOCn−1(W) acts onX(n,W) by means of conjugation. GivenY ∈ OCn−1(W), and
en ∈ X(n,W), the action is given by

Y : en �→ YenY
−1.

Clearly, the stabilizer ofen in OCn−1(W) is OCn(W), so theen orbit is given by

X(n,W)en = OCn−1(W)/OCn(Wen)
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whereWen is given theCn-structure corresponding to theCn-extensionen.
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Given aCn-structure onW , the moduleW breaks up into an orthogonal direct sum
irreducibleCn-submodules

W = W1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Wk.

We define dimCn(W) to be the numberk.
If en and fn are two Cn-extensions for which theCn-modulesWen and Wfn are

isomorphic, then there exists an isometryY ∈ OCn−1(W) so that

Yen = fnY.

It follows thatfn is in the orbit ofen. If n 
≡ 3 (mod 4), thenCn has only one isomorphism
class of irreducible modules. Thus, we have

Lemma 2.1. If n 
≡ 3 (mod 4), then given anyCn-extensionen, we have

X(n,W)en = X(n,W).

Suppose that we haven ≡ 3 (mod 4). Then the variousen-orbits correspond to the pa
components ofX(n,W). Define a volume elementω ∈ Cn by

ω = e1 · · ·en.

Thenω2 = 1, andW breaks up as the orthogonal direct sum of its+1 and−1 eigenspace
underω-multiplication.

W = W+ ⊕ W−.

LetU be a (countable infinite dimensional) real inner product space with aCn-structure
which contains countably many copies of each irreducibleCn-module as a direct summan
We shall call such aU acompleteCn-universe. Define spaces

X(n,U) = lim−→ X(n,W)

where the colimit is taken over finite dimensionalCn-submodulesW of U by extending by
the givenCn-extensionen.

We introduce one last bit of notation. Suppose thatK is eitherR, C, or H. Let K(n)

denote the algebra ofn × n matrices with entries inK. Let π1 ∈ K(n) be the projection
onto the first component. Its matrix has a 1 in the(1,1)-position, and zeroes elsewhe
We shall denote the imageπ1(W) by W/n.

Table 1 explains why the spacesX(n,U) are important. They are the various lo
spaces ofBO × Z. Note that our use of the complete universe is necessary so
X(3,U) = BSp× Z andX(7,U) = BO× Z.

We remark that this analysis carries over to the complex case to simultaneously
complex Bott periodicity. One just replacesall real inner product spaces with compl
inner product spaces, and the Clifford algebrasCn with their complex analogsCC

n . The
corresponding spacesXC(n,U) are also given in Table 1.

Observe that there are Morita equivalence homeomorphisms

X(n,W) ≈ X(n + 8,16W)
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Table 1

of

ery-

-

The spacesX(n,U)

n Cn OCn(W) X(n,W) X(n,U)

0 R O(W) – –
1 C U(W) O(W)/U(W) O/U

2 H Sp(W) U(W)/Sp(W) U/Sp
3 H ⊕ H Sp(W+) × Sp(W−) BSp(W) BSp× Z

4 H(2) Sp(W/2) Sp(W−) Sp
5 C(4) U(W/4) Sp(W/2)/U(W/4) Sp/U

6 R(8) O(W/8) U(W/4)/O(W/8) U/O

7 R(8) ⊕ R(8) O(W/8+) × O(W/8−) BO(W/8) BO× Z

8 R(16) O(W/16) O(W/8−) O

n CC
n U

CC
n

(W) XC(n,W) XC(n,U)

0 C U(W) – –
1 C ⊕ C U(W+) × U(W−) BU(W) BU × Z

2 C(2) U(W/2) U(W−) U

which will yield Bott periodicity. We also remark that we may extend the definition
our spaces of Clifford extensions toX(−n,W) for n � 0. If Cp,q is the Clifford algebra
generated byRp+q with the standard inner product of type(p, q), then for a spaceW with
aC0,n+1-structure, we defineX(−n,W) to be the space ofC1,n+1-extensions onW .

One could also work withZ/2-graded modules instead of ungraded modules. Ev
thing we have done would go through with a degree shift. Note that gradedCn-modules
are the same thing as ungradedCn,1-modules.

3. The general quasifibration

We will prove the following theorem, which is Bott periodicity.

Theorem 3.1. LetU be a completeCn+1-universe. Then there exists a quasifibration

X(n + 1,U) → E(n,U)
p−→ X(n,U)

whose total space is contractible. Therefore there is a weak equivalence

ΩX(n,U) � X(n + 1,U).

The quasifibrationp of Theorem 3.1 is the colimit of a collection of maps

pW :E(n,W) → X(n,W)

for each finite dimensionalCn+1-submoduleW of U . DefineE(n,W) as space of skew
symmetric transformations

E(n,W) = {
A ∈ o(W): σ(A) ⊆ [−i, i], enA = −Aen, eiA = Aei, 1 � i < n

}
.

Hereσ(A) is the spectrum ofA, thinking of it as an element ofu(W ⊗R C). Note that the
commutation relations we have imposed on elements ofE(n,W) force them to lie in the
orthogonal complement of the Lie algebraoCn(W) in oCn−1(W).
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Define the mappW :E(n,W) → X(n,W) by

s

r

pW :A �→ −exp

(
π

2
A

)
en exp

(
π

2
A

)−1

.

Observe thaten+1en may be regarded as an element ofE(n,W), and that we have

pW (en+1en) = −exp

(
π

2
en+1en

)
en exp

(
π

2
en+1en

)
= −exp(πen+1en)en

= en.

The last equality follows from the fact that(en+1en)
2 = −I , so the eigenvalues ofen+1en

are contained in{±i}.
For anyCn+1-spaceV contained inW⊥, define inclusionsιW,V :X(n,W) ↪→ X(n,W ⊕

V ) and ι̃W,V :E(n,W) ↪→ E(n,W ⊕ V ) which for fn ∈ X(n,W) andA ∈ E(n,W), are
given by

ιW,V :fn �→ fn ⊕ en|V ,

ι̃W,V :A �→ A ⊕ en+1en|V .

These inclusions are compatible withpW , so that we may define

p :E(n,U) → X(n,U)

to be the colimit of the mapspW .
We now endeavor to identify the fiber ofpW . Note that forA ∈ E(n,W), the matrix

Y = exp(π
2 A) has the properties:

eiY = Yei, 1 � i < n,

enY = Y−1en.

The first property implies thatpW takes values inX(n,W). The second property allows u
to apply the following trivial lemmas.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose thatY andZ in O(W) satisfyenY = Y−1en andenZ = Z−1en. Then
we have−YenY

−1 = −ZenZ
−1 if and only ifY 2 = Z2.

Lemma 3.3. Given fn in X(n,W), we havepW (A) = fn if and only if A satisfies
exp(πA) = fnen.

Proof. Given an elementfn of X(n,W), such thatfn = −YenY
−1 we may recove

Y 2 = fnen. Thus the lemma follows from Lemma 3.2.�
Lemma 3.4. For fn an element ofX(n,W)en , the fiber ofpW overfn is given by

p−1
W (fn) = X

(
n + 1,ker(en − fn)

)
.

Hereker(en − fn) ⊂ W is aCn-submodule with respect to the givenCn-structure onW .
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Proof. Regarding the matrixfnen as an element ofU(W ⊗R C), it has a spectral

the

-

h

a

s

decomposition into a sum of projections

fnen = −πV +
∑

l

λlπVl

whereV = ker(fnen + I) = ker(en − fn) andλl 
= −1. LetA be an element ofp−1
W (fn).

By Lemma 3.3, we havefnen = exp(πA). RegardingA as an element ofu(W ⊗R C), it
has a spectral decomposition

A = iπV ′ − iπV ′′ +
∑

l

µlπVl

whereµl are the unique elements of(−i, i) for which eπµl = λl andV ′ ⊕ V ′′ = V . It
follows that when restricted toV , A2 = −I . One easily checks that given this and
commutation relations associated to being an element ofE(n,W), the transformation
fn+1 = enA is aCn+1-extension onV = ker(en − fn).

Conversely, givenfn+1 ∈ X(n+1,V ), then(fn+1en)
2 = −IV , so onV the transforma

tion fn+1en has a spectral decomposition of the formiπV ′ − iπV ′′ whereV = V ′ ⊕ V ′′.
We then define the correspondingA ∈ p−1

W (fn) by

A = iπV ′ − iπV ′′ +
∑

l

µlπVl

where theµl are given as before.�
Observe that elements ofX(n,U) may be regarded asCn-extensionsfn onU for which

there exists a finite dimensional subspaceW(fn, en) such that

W(fn, en)
⊥ = ker(en − fn).

We shall say that such aCn-structurefn is virtually equivalentto en. Note that virtual
equivalence is an equivalence relation. We have shown that the mapp :E(n,U) → X(n,U)

has fibers

p−1(fn) = X
(
n + 1,ker(en − fn)

) = X
(
n + 1,W(en, fn)

⊥)
for fn virtually equivalent toen.

Remark. The mapp surjects onto the path component ofen, using the fact that pat
components ofOCn−1(W)/OCn(W) are geodesically complete. Iffn ∈ X(n,U) is in the
image ofp, then ker(en − fn) will admit a Cn+1-extension which is the restriction of
Cn+1 extension onU which is virtually equivalent toen+1. In fact, if fn = −YenY

−1,
for Y having the property thateiY = Yei for 1 � i < n andenY = Y−1en, thenfn+1 =
−Yen+1Y

−1 is such aCn+1-extension onU , for which ker(en − fn) andW(en,fn) are
Cn+1-submodules. The spaceX(n + 1,ker(en − fn)) is the space ofCn+1-extensions on
ker(en − fn) which are virtually equivalent tofn+1.

We will apply the Dold–Thom theorem to prove thatp is a quasifibration, thu
completing the proof of Theorem 3.1. Define a filtration onX(n,U)en by setting

FkX(n,U)en = {
fn: dimCn+1 W(fn, en) � k

}
.
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The proof that the filtration annuliFkX(n,U)−Fk−1X(n,U) are distinguished follows
e

ing

the

as,
and
es.
the same line of argument as Lemma 3.3 of [2]. The essential point is that for finit
dimensionalCn+1-spacesW with aCn+1-subspaceV , the projection

OCn(W)/OCn+1(V ) × OCn

(
V ⊥) → OCn(W)/OCn(V ) × OCn

(
V ⊥)

is a fibration.
We may define neighborhoodsNk of Fk−1X(n,U) in FkX(n,U) by

Nk = {fn: dimCn+1 Eigexp(iπ[−1/2,1/2]) fnen < k}
where the eigenspace is given theCn+1-extensionfn+1 as in the preceding remark.

Lettingf : [−i, i] → [−i, i] be the function given by

f (x) =
{−i, Im(x) < −1/2,

2x, −1/2� Im(x) � 1/2,

i, Im(x) > 1/2.

Thenf is homotopic to Id rel{−i, i}. LetH be such a homotopy and defineh :S1×I → S1

so that the following diagram commutes.

[−i, i] Ht

eπ(·)

[−i, i]
eπ(·)

S1
ht

S1

Then the functional calculus (see the discussion preceding Lemma 3.4 of [2]) gives a
homotopyHt :E(n,U) → E(n,U) which coversht :X(n,U) → X(n,U) by

Ht :A �→ Ht(A),

ht :fn �→ −ht (fnen)en.

The hypotheses of the Dold–Thom theorem require that the induced mapH0 :p−1(fn) →
p−1(h0(fn)) induces a homotopy equivalence on fibers. This follows from the follow
lemma.

Lemma 3.5. Suppose thatW and V are orthogonal finite-dimensionalCn+1-subspaces
of U . Then the map

X
(
n + 1, (V ⊕ W)⊥

) → X
(
n + 1,W⊥)

given byfn+1 �→ fn+1 ⊕ en+1|V is a weak equivalence.

Proof. Since the spacesX(n + 1,V) are given as homogeneous spaces involving
groupsO , U , orSp(see Table 1), this theorem follows directly from Lemma 2.3 of [2]. �
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